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We present a noninvasive method for quantitative phase
imaging through dynamically scattering media. A com-
plex amplitude object, illuminated with coherent light,
is captured through a dynamically scattering medium
and a variable coded aperture, without the need for
interferometric measurements or imaging optics. The
complex amplitude of the object is computationally re-
trieved from intensity images that use multiple coded
aperture patterns, employing a stochastic gradient de-
scent algorithm. We demonstrate the proposed method
both numerically and experimentally. © 2023 Optica Pub-

lishing Group
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Imaging through scattering media has long been a challeng-4

ing issue in the fields of optics and photonics. Representative5

examples are looking inside biological tissue in life science and6

observing stars through the turbulent atmosphere in astron-7

omy [1–3]. Various methods have been proposed for imaging8

through scattering media, based on feedback processes [4–7],9

transmission matrices [8, 9], and machine learning [10–13]. How-10

ever, these methods primarily assume statically scattering media.11

For dynamically scattering media like biological tissue and at-12

mospheric turbulence, speckle-correlation imaging is promising13

because it is a single-shot method and requires no calibration or14

training for scattering media [14–21].15

Another approach for imaging through dynamically scatter-16

ing media is the use of digital holography [22–25]. It measures17

interference patterns between optical fields from an object and a18

reference point light source, both of which are located behind a19

scattering medium. The object is reconstructed in the manner of20

digital holography. An advantage of this approach is the ability21

to image complex amplitude objects, which are not observable22

by speckle-correlation imaging because this technique assumes23

intensity objects. This advantage is important for stain-free vi-24

sualization of transparent biomedical specimens. However, the25

reference point light source must be located behind a scattering26

medium. This setup is invasive and is not practically desirable.27

In this paper, to address the above issue, we propose a nonin-28

vasive method for holographic or quantitative phase imaging29
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical setup.

of complex amplitude objects behind dynamically scattering30

two-dimensional media with no need for reference light. Not31

only the target complex amplitude field but also the characteris-32

tics of scattering media are estimated in the proposed method.33

This allows visualization of the object without prior information34

about the scattering media and offers practicality across a wide35

range of applications by means of lensless and interferometry-36

free compact hardware. We demonstrated the proposed method37

numerically and experimentally.38

A schematic diagram of the optical setup of the proposed39

method is shown in Fig. 1, in which imaging optics or an inter-40

ferometric setup are not necessary. Here, we consider the single41

lateral axis x and the depth axis z, while omitting the other lateral42

axis y, for the sake of simplicity. The propagating field from a43

complex amplitude object o ∈ CN×1, where N is the pixel count44

along the x-axis, illuminated with coherent light is scattered by45

the dynamical lateral medium dm,t ∈ CN×1. The scattered field46

passes through the variable coded aperture am ∈ RN×1. Then,47

the field propagating onto the image sensor is captured as an48

intensity image im ∈ RN×1. Here, m ∈ {1, .., M} is the index of49

mask patterns on the variable coded aperture, and t ∈ {1, .., T}50

is the temporal index of the dynamical scattering. The distance51

between the object and the scattering medium is z1, the distance52

between the scattering medium and the coded aperture is z2,53

and the distance between the coded aperture and the image54

sensor is z3.55
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Fig. 2. Generation of the dynamically scattering medium with
spatial frequency filtering.

This forward process is written with matrix operators as

im =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

|gm,t|2, (1)

gm,t = Pz3diag(am)Pz2diag(dm,t)Pz1 o, (2)

where gm,t ∈ CN×1 is the propagating complex amplitude field56

on the image sensor, and Pz ∈ CN×N is the matrix representing57

the Fresnel propagation at distance z [26]. diag(•) is an operator58

for generating a diagonal matrix, where the diagonal elements59

are the parenthesized vector, to implement the element-wise60

product of vectors. As shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), the T fields61

scattered by the dynamical medium dm,t are ensemble averaged62

with sensor exposure or a computational process, and the M in-63

tensity images are obtained with the variable coded aperture am.64

We estimate not only the object o but also the characteristics65

of the dynamical scattering medium dm,t. In this study, the char-66

acteristics are assumed to be described by a spatial frequency67

filter s ∈ RN×1 as shown in Fig. 2 and given by:68

dm,t = F−1diag(Frm,t)s, (3)

where rm,t ∈ CN×1 is a random complex amplitude field depend-69

ing on the indices m and t. F ∈ CN×N and F−1 ∈ CN×N are70

the matrices representing the forward and inverse fast Fourier71

transforms, respectively. In this case, our estimation for the72

scattering-related variables is done only for s, and not dm,t or73

rm,t, because the captured intensity images im do not depend74

on dm,t or rm,t when T is sufficiently large. This is an advantage75

of the ensemble average of intensities of coherently scattered76

fields gm,t along the t-dimension in Eq. (1).77

We define the following error function e for the inverse prob-
lem of the forward process shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).

e =
1
M

M

∑
m=1

∥em∥2
2, (4)

em = îm − im, (5)

where em ∈ RN×1 is the difference between the estimated inten-
sity image îm, where •̂ denotes the estimated variables in the
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Fig. 3. Flow of the reconstruction process. im: the captured
intensity image. îm: the estimated intensity image. e: the er-
ror function. ô: the estimated object. ŝ: the estimated filter.
dm,t: the dynamically scattering medium. rm,t: the random
complex amplitude field.

inverse problem, and the captured intensity image im, and ∥ • ∥2
is the ℓ2-norm. We solve the inverse problem by minimizing the
error function e based on gradient descent with respect to the
object ô and the filter ŝ. The partial derivatives with respect to
these two variables are written as

∂e
∂ô

=
4

MT

M

∑
m=1

T

∑
t=1

PH
z1
diag(F−1diag(Frm,t)ŝ)H

PH
z2
diag(am)

HPH
z3
diag(gm,t)em, (6)

∂e
∂ŝ

=
4

MT

M

∑
m=1

T

∑
t=1

real[diag(Frm,t)
H Fdiag(Pz1 ô)H

PH
z2
diag(am)

HPH
z3
diag(gm,t)em], (7)

where the superscript H denotes Hermitian conjugation, and78

real[•] is the real part of the parenthesized complex vector.79

We update the estimated object ô and the estimated filter ŝ
with the partial derivatives in Eqs (6) and (7) by using the Adam
optimizer as shown in Fig. 3 and given by:

ôk+1 = ôk − Adam

[
∂e

∂ôk

]
, (8)

ŝk+1 = ŝk − Adam

[
∂e
∂ŝk

]
, (9)

where k ∈ N denotes the index of the iterations, and Adam[•]80

is an operator of the Adam optimizer to calculate the updating81

steps with the derivatives and the momenta [27]. We addition-82

ally employ the total variation for regularizing the object ô and83

the filter ŝ by using the alternating direction method of multipli-84

ers (ADMM), as shown in Fig. 3 [28–30]. As mentioned above,85

the random field rm,t for generating the dynamically scattering86

medium dm,t in the inverse problem does not have to be identical87

to that in the actual measurement process due to the ensemble88

average in Eq. (1). Furthermore, in the inverse problem, we can89

set the number of ensemble averages T to a small value through90

the compressive propagation, where rm,t randomly changes in91

each iteration based on stochastic gradient descent, and thus can92

reduce the computational cost of the inverse problem, as shown93

in Fig. 3 [31, 32].94

We conducted a simulation to validate the proposed method.95

The amplitude and the phase of the object o shown in Figs. 4(a)96

and 4(b), respectively, were assumed in the simulation. These97

are the standard peppers image, and its 90 degrees-rotated ver-98

sion. Here, the pixel count N2 was 1282, the pixel pitch was99
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Fig. 4. Simulation results. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the
object. (c) Spatial frequency filter. (d) An example of the vari-
able coded aperture, where the inset illustrates a close-up of
the mask pattern, and (e) its corresponding captured intensity
image. (f) Amplitude and (g) phase of the reconstructed object.
(h) Reconstruction of the spatial frequency filter. The scale bar
in (a) is 2 mm. The phase images are normalized in the inter-
val [−π, π].

36 µm, and the wavelength of the illumination was 532 nm.100

All the distances z1, z2, and z3 indicated in Fig. 1 were set to101

5.0 cm. The spatial frequency filter s in the simulation is shown102

in Fig. 4(c). The number of mask patterns M on the variable103

coded aperture am was 10, and the mask patterns were set as104

uniform random binary distributions. One of the mask patterns105

is shown in Fig. 4(d). The number of ensemble averages T for106

the dynamically scattered fields was 100. One of the captured107

intensity images im is shown in Fig. 4(e), which corresponds to108

the mask pattern in Fig. 4(d).109

In the reconstruction process, the number of ensemble aver-110

ages T was set to 10, and the number of iterations was 10,000.111

The random field rm,t randomly changed in each iteration. In the112

Adam optimizer, the learning rate was set to 0.01 for the object113

and 0.02 for the filter. The gradient decay factor was 0.9, and114

squared gradient decay factor was 0.95, for both the object and115

the filter [27]. The reconstructed amplitude and phase of the ob-116

ject is shown in Figs. 4(f) and 4(g), respectively. The root-mean-117

square error (RMSE) between the original and reconstructed118

fields was 0.14. The reconstructed filter is shown in Fig. 4(h),119

and the RMSE between the original and reconstructed filters was120

0.042. Therefore, our method was numerically demonstrated.121

We numerically verified the relationship between the number122

of mask patterns M on the variable coded aperture and the123
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction errors calculated using the RMSE with
the coded aperture for different numbers of mask patterns and
without the coded aperture.

reconstruction error. Here, all the parameters were the same124

as those in the previous simulation except for the number of125

mask patterns. We also conducted a simulation without the126

coded aperture, under identical conditions to those used in the127

simulation with the coded aperture, to serve as a reference. The128

result is depicted in Fig. 5, where the centers and heights of the129

error bars represent the averages and standard deviations of the130

RMSEs from ten trials, each with a different mask pattern and131

random fields. As shown in the result, the reconstruction error132

was decreased by increasing the number of mask patterns. The133

reduction in reconstruction error through the use of the coded134

aperture was also verified.135

We experimentally demonstrated the proposed method with136

the optical setup shown in Fig. 1. The complex amplitude object137

was implemented with a circular hole, partially covered by a138

cover glass and a slide glass. This object was illuminated by139

a collimated beam from a laser diode (DJ532-40 manufactured140

by Thorlabs, wavelength: 532 nm). The light passing through141

the object was dynamically scattered with a diffuser (KHYP1-12142

manufactured by Optical Solutions, circular diffusion angle: 1◦)143

that was moved randomly in directions perpendicular to the144

optical axis by a motorized stage (OSMS20-85 manufactured145

by OptoSigma). The scattered light was modulated by a vari-146

able coded aperture implemented with a transmissive spatial147

light modulator (LC2012 manufactured by HOLOEYE Photonics,148

pixel count: 1024 × 768, pixel pitch: 36 µm). The resultant light149

was captured by a monochromatic image sensor (DMK38UX253150

manufactured by The Imaging Source, pixel count: 4096 × 3000,151

pixel pitch: 3.45 µm). The distances z1, z2, and z3 in Fig. 1 were152

set to 4.3 cm, 5.0 cm, and 4.9 cm, respectively.153

First, we removed the diffuser and measured the complex154

amplitude field of the object with a coded-aperture-based phase155

imaging method as a reference [33]. The reconstructed ampli-156

tude and phase of the object are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),157

respectively, where the partial phase shifts caused by the the158

glass plates are evident. Next, we executed the proposed method159

using the motorized diffuser. The number of coded mask pat-160

terns M was 10. One of the mask patterns is shown in Fig. 6(c).161

On each mask pattern, the diffuser was randomly displaced162

100-times (= T), and the scattered light was captured. These163
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Fig. 6. Experimental results. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase
of the object as a reference observed without the scattering
medium. (c) An example of the variable coded aperture,
where the inset illustrates a close-up of the mask pattern, and
(d) its corresponding captured intensity image. (e) Ampli-
tude and (f) phase of the reconstructed object. The scale bar
in (a) is 2 mm. The phase images are normalized in the inter-
val [−π, π].

100 scattered intensity images were ensemble averaged. The164

averaged image is shown in Fig. 6(d), which corresponds to the165

mask pattern in Fig. 6(c). In practical scenarios, the averaging166

process can be substituted with integration over an exposure167

time that is longer than the temporal variance of the dynamically168

scattering media. For the reconstruction process, the number169

of iterations was set to 50,000. The learning rate was set to 0.03170

for the object and 0.1 for the filter. The other parameters in the171

Adam optimizer were set to those in the original work [27]. A172

square support was placed on the spatial frequency filter of the173

scattering medium. The reconstructed amplitude and phase are174

shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f), respectively. The RMSE between the175

reference and reconstructed fields was 0.11. As shown in these176

results, we successfully demonstrated the proposed method.177

In summary, we proposed a method for noninvasive holo-178

graphic imaging of complex amplitude objects through dynam-179

ically scattering media. In the method, the object behind a dy-180

namically scattering medium was illuminated with coherent181

light, and scattered light was captured through a variable coded182

aperture without any interferometer or reference light source.183

The amplitude and phase of the object, as well as the spatial fre-184

quency characteristics of the scattering medium, were estimated185

from multiple intensity images based on a stochastic descent186

algorithm. Our method was demonstrated through both simu-187

lation and experiment. In the latter, the optical setup was com-188

posed of a complex amplitude object created with glass plates, a189

dynamically scattering medium implemented with a randomly190

moving diffuser, and a variable coded aperture realized using a191

spatial light modulator.192

Our method is noninvasive and simplifies the optical setup193

for holographic imaging through dynamically scattering media194

because imaging optics and reference light are not necessary.195

Future issues will be extending the method to more practical196

scenarios, for example, visualization of objects within scatter-197

ing media and three-dimensional imaging through scattering198

media [16, 17, 20]. Due to its adaptability and simplicity, our199

proposed method is promising for various imaging applications,200

including fluorescence-label-free biomedical imaging and astro-201

nomical observations through atmospheric turbulence.202
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